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Heraclitus and the Identity of Opposites* 
C. J. EMLYN-JONES 

T he purpose of this paper is to discuss the relationship between 
opposites which Heraclitus appears to describe in terms of iden- 
tity or unity. In particular an attempt will be made to determine 

firstly what Heraclitus means when he says that opposites are so 
auro or ev, and secondly, how far it is correct to interpret this re- 
lationship in terms of other elements in Heraclitus' philosophical 
outlook. 

The identity of opposites as such was not influenitial on the sub- 
sequent history of Greek philosophy. Parmenides, in emphasizing the 
separateness of opposites (albeit as the 'opinion of mortals'), explicitly 
rejected any idea of their identity and incidentally foreshadowed 
the separation of opposites in formal logic, from which such notions 
as the identity of opposites were, by definition, excluded.1 Anaxagoras 
based his assertion of the inseparability and, in a sense, the identity 
of opposites,2 upon a belief in the infinite divisibility of matter; 
no piece of matter containing one opposite would entirely exclude 
others. What Heraclitus appeared to represent as a contradiction 
was shown by Anaxagoras to be literally true, but, at the same time, 
explicable on the basis of an original theory of matter.3 At Theaetetus 
152 c-e, Plato considered the doctrine that objects simultaneously 
possess opposite attributes, and linked this doctrine very closely 
with the doctrine of flux; if everything is always in a process of change 
* I would like to express my gratitude to Professor N. Gulley for valuable 
criticism of an earlier draft of this paper. 
1 DK 28 B 8, 55-58. Discussion of the controversy over the identity of the 
3poxot eB6xse ou8&v in B 6, 4ff. is not necessary here, except to note that even if 

the passage does not refer to Heraclitus, he would undoubtedly have been 
included in the condemnation. 
2 DK 59 B 8. Anaxagoras is associated with Heraclitus on this point by Aristotle 
at Metaph. K 1063 b 24, where they both earn his disapproval. 
3B 6. I am assuming the interpretation of B 4 adopted by J. E. Raven, The 
Basis of Anaxagoras' Cosmology, C.Q. N.S.4 (1954) 123-7, in which the opposites 
are supposed to exist, as Aristotle thought (Phys. A 4, 187 a 22 ff.), alongside 
other world constituents. For a different interpretation see F. M. Cornford, 
Anaxagoras' Theory of Matter, C.Q. 24 (1930) 14-30 and 83-95, and G. Vlastos, 
The Physical Theory of Anaxagoras, Philos. Rev., 59 (1950) 31-57. 
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an object may with equal validity be described as large and small or 
heavy and light. 

Aristotle believed that Heraclitus, if his doctrine of the identity 
of opposites was to be taken seriously, had violated a basic law of 
logic, namely the law of contradiction.4 The result of this violatioil, 
as Aristotle saw it, was that Heraclitus appeared to be stating that 
the same thing is and is not,5 that contrary attributes are predicable 
of the same subject,6 or that contradictory statements can be true 
of the same subject.7 Aristotle said little concerning the unity, as 
opposed to the identity, of opposites in Heraclitus. This formulation 
occurred in a number of fragments of Heraclitus, but often associated 
closely with identity.8 It is clear that Aristotle had no objection in 
principle to the idea that opposites could, in certain circumstances, 
unite, or be called 'one'; at Metaph. A6, 1015 b 36 ff. he distinguished 
four senses in which objects might be called 'one', at least one of 
which might have seemed to Aristotle to be applicable to Heraclitus, 
namely 'one' through continuity.9 However, we may note Aristotle's 
tendency to see identity as a species of unity,'0 reflecting normal 
Greek usage as far back as Homer." It seems likely that, whatever 
Heraclitus actually meant, Aristotle assumed that, in asserting the 
unity of opposites, Heraclitus was actually asserting their identity. 
Aristotle concludes that one need not assume that Heraclitus was 
saying what he really believed,'2 or alternatively that he could perhaps 
have been shown his errors, since he adopted his position in ignorance 
of what it really implied.'3 

Recent commentators have been more sympathetic. On the one 

' Metaph. r 1005 b 17-20. 
Ib. b 24-25. Heraclitus did not, as far as we know, make an existential 

judgment of this kind unless we accept the validity of the second part of DK 
22 B 49a, (ctlpkv Tr xXi o6x elLiv) with e.g. Vlastos, On Heraclitus, A.J.P. 76 
(1955) 343; but see 0. Gigon, Untersuchungen zu Heraclit, 106 ff. and G. S. 
Kirk, Heraclitus: The Cosmic Fragments (hereafter HCF), 373. 
6 E.g. at Metaph. K 1063 b 24. 
7Ib. 1062 a 34. 
8 E.g. at B 59 and 60. 
' This reflects a normal fifth century usage, e.g. Hdt. 1, 202, 4, where the 
Atlantic and Erythraean sea are said to be ,&ux, as opposed to the Caspian, 
which is kn' wu-TNq. 
10 E.g. at Top. 103 a 6 ff. 
11 E.g. Iliad 3, 238 ... 'r .LOL lim yetLvmo 'nlp. 
1"E.g. at Metaph. r 1005 b 25-26. 
13 Ib. K 1062 a 31 ff. 
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hand, it has been recognised that Heraclitus' assertion of the identity 
of opposites was a significant step in the development of logic; as 
W. K. C. Guthrie puts it: "By boldly stating the absurd consequences 
of neglecting them (sc. logical distinctions) he unintentionally paved 
the way for their recognition".'4 This implies, however, that this aspect 
of Heraclitus' thought is significant merely in terms of what succeeded 
it; it provided a situation from which philosophy had eveintually to be 
extricated. Alternatively, it has been suggested that Heraclitus 
believed that the doctrine of the identity of opposites was a serious 
truth, but that he expressed himself imprecisely. This is the view of 
M. Marcovich: "... die Opposita sind nicht immer logische Gegen- 
satze, sondern vielmehr Extreme .... oder sogar keine Gegensatze".15 
Somewhat the same view is taken by G. S. Kirk. He believes 
that Aristotle's charges of violation of the law of contradiction 
".... are relevant to the imprecise expression, but not the real in- 
tention of Heraclitus' assertions of the coincidence of opposites".116 

This separation of expression and intention in the case of Heraclitus 
seems reminiscent of Aristotle's distinction between &acvotLc and 
'obscure' expression in a number of early thinkers.'7 The views 
quoted above have in common the belief that Heraclitus cannot be 
taken to mean precisely what he says; the fragments stating the iden- 
tity of opposites are therefore to be interpreted in a way which 
makes them logically acceptable. 

As a consequence, the identity of opposites has traditionally been 
connected closely with other elements in Heraclitus' outlook. For 
example, while it has long been accepted that Heraclitean fire is not a 
substratum or M'py', as Aristotle evidently supposed,'8 it has recently 
been suggested that, of his predecessors, Heraclitus is most plausibly 
to be associated with Anaximenes. Just as Anaximenes explained the 
physical opposites as modifications of one primary substance, so the 
opposites whose identity or unity Heraclitus stated are all 'the same' 

14 History of Greek Philosophy, I, 443. 
16 'Herakleitos' RE Suppl. 10, Col. 286 f. See also M. Marcovich, Heraclitus, A 
Greek Text with a Short Commentary (hereafter Marcovich), 158-9. 
I HCF, 94. 
17 Aristotle makes this distinction explicitly in the case of Empedocles at 
Metaph. A 985 a 4-6, and implicitly in many other instances. 
18 Ib. 984 a 7-8, followed by Theophrastus. On this, see J. B. McDiarmid, 
Theophrastus on the Presocratic Causes, H.S.C.P. 61 (1953) 94. 
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by virtue of the fact that they are all modifications of fire.'9 On this 
interpretation, the identity of opposites is to be closely connected with, 
and, in fact, explained by, Heraclitus' cosmological doctrine of fire.20 

Related to this is the interpretation of the identity of opposites 
in terms of the doctrine of flux.21 Everything is both itself and its 
opposite because all things are in constant flux.22 The causal connection 
of the identity of opposites with the doctrine of flux does not occur 
in the extant fragments of Heiaclitus; the tendency, moreover, of 
Plato to connect these two elements in a causal relationship23 arouses 
suspicion of the authenticity of the connection in the case of Hera- 
clitus. However, a more restricted interpretation which connects the 
identity of opposites with their inevitable mutual successionl in easily 
recognisable natural phenomena has some support in the fragments, 
e.g. in DK 22 B 57, 126 and 88. B 88 is of cardinal importance in 
the present discussion. raou'60 ' C"vL ~Cov xocc tre'v&x6w xaOO ['76] Eypnyop6o 
xoc xaCdsu ov xccL VEov xdL y p LVo * Ta yap LeTa6COVTC CE%CVX eG xaxZvO 

7 SXLV rsCTO?6VTOC i3kO24 Taken as it stands, this fragment is unique 

19 See G. Vlastos, Equality and Justice in Early Greek Cosmologies, Class. Phil. 
42 (1947) 165. 
20 M. L. VWest, Early Greek Philosophy and the Orient, 138-40, sees Heraclitus' 
identity or unity of opposites primarily in terms of cosmological differentiation. 
21 This raises the important question of whether Heraclitus actually proposed 
a 'Flusslehre'. There are two extremely thorny problems connected with this 
question: 1) Did Plato correctly derive his attribution of the flux doctrine to 
Heraclitus from the original fragments or from the more extreme position of 
Cratylus? (On this see G. S. Kirk, The Problem of Cratylus, A.J.P. 72 (1951) 
239 ff, and HCF, 370 ff. Kirk's conclusions are questioned by G. Vlastos, 
A.J.P. 76 (1955) 338 ff.) 2) Which of the extant 'River fragments' is geniuine? 
(See Kirk HCF, 366-384 and Vlastos op. cit. 338-344). Leaving these aside, it 
does seem that a number of fragments, e.g. B 125, do presuppose a doctrine of 
flux. In any case, Kirk's distinction between "universality of change" and "con- 
stancy of change" (Natural Change in Heraclitus, Mind 60 (1951) 37) seems 
more a question of emphasis than radical difference of interpretation, since it 
would surely be admitted that Kirk is correct in implying that 1) Heraclitus 
would not have taken such a doctrine to logical extremes, and 2) Stability of a 
special kind was a central feature of Heraclitus' doctrine. 
22 See H. Cherniss, Aristotle's Criticism of Presocratic Philosophy, 380. 
23 E.g. at Theaetetus 182 e. 
24 Text and punctuation of the fragments of Heraclitus will be quoted from 
DK 6th. or later eds. In B 88 y' IvL is accepted by Wilamowitz as a corruption 
of yeve, a post-Aristotelian gloss on u'-r6, and therefore to be omitted. DK 
omit all articles to avoid inconsistency, but against MSS. evidence. The final 
phrase ..... 'roi-ra is omitted by Wilamowitz (Lese/riichte, Hermes 62 (1927) 
276), as an appended explanation by a later source. 
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in the extant remains of Heraclitus as the only example of an assertion 
of the identity of various pairs of opposites followed by a logical 
explanation of that assertion. The opposites are stated to be 'the same' 
on the grounds that they invariably succeed one another. Theoretical 
statements of this kind are rare in Heraclitus, who preferred to explain, 
if at all, in imagistic terms (e.g. B 67). Leaving aside, for the moment, 
the question of how opposites related in terms of mutual succession 
can be called 'the same thing', it is necessary to consider the text, 
and especially the final clause, which has come under suspicion. 
The word peS mWt'TSL, which occurs in several later Presocratics, 
is found earlier only in this one context. The word occurs especially 
in Melissus (DK 30 B 8) in a context which makes it possible that a 
reference to Heraclitus is intended. The author wishes to demonstrate 
the fallibility of the senses, on the grounds that they admit the in- 
admissible, namely change, which occurs between opposites. In 
doing this he seems to refer to previous physical theories which 
stressed such changes, and especially the reciprocity of living with 
dead and hot with cold. Kirk is inclined to think that Melissus was 
here referring directly to Heraclitus when he stated that ... so Cov 
OMN-naxetv XMC eX pq 4FOVTO; Y(Vea,50C, 7C06TO e"MpMcuabC.. xOcL Lvr- 
1rLCLv sx toi3 sx~aGTots 6pxvou.25 However the mutual succession of 
hot and cold was a commonplace of early cosmology and also a 
natural seasonal phenomenon characteristic of the world whose 
reality Melissus wished to deny. The reciprocal movement of life and 
death is likely to have been a widespread belief from an early period, 
perhaps associated with Orphism. At least, the idea was traditional 
enough to be regarded by Plato as a ntoXXoc, ?o6yoq (Phaedo 70 c), 
which is a probable reference to Orphic doctrine.26 Furthermore, in 
the fragment of Melissus, the idea of change between opposites is 
presented as an immediately apprehensible everyday phenomenon 
(@oxez ae ,uxv. rather than a philosophical doctrine derived from 
his predecessors. Heraclitus is therefore a possible, but not a probable 
source for Melissus. With regard to Vx-rant-n-rew, if the reference is to 
Heraclitus, it seems most plausible to suppose that Melissus was 
using the word to describe what he assumed to be the meaning of 
H-eraclitus, and that this word, along with &',epotoi5al5o, was a com- 
parative neologism unlikely to have been used before Parmenides. 

25 DK 30 B 8 (3-4). HCF, 140. 
28 See the note of R. Hackforth, Plato's Phaedo, ad loc. 
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The matter obviously remains conjectural, but it may be noted that 
Plato (Cratylus 440 a-b) irn describing the impossibility of truly 
knowing that which is continually in motion, used the word tivortrb- 
'revv and attributed the idea of continual change to the 'Heracliteans'. 
It seems probable that the last clause of B 88 could have been added 
by a later source either in explanation of Heraclitus or under the 
impression that the original text was being restored. In view of the 
'explanation' of change between opposites in Melissus and Plato and 
the difficulty of the fragment without the final clause, such an addition 
to the text of Heraclitus would have been highly motivated. 

If the authenticity of the final clause of B 88, or merely of ,tvroc- 
7ritmrev is in doubt, it is possible that in none of the extant fragments 
did Heraclitus give a logical explanation of his assertion of the identity 
or unity of opposites. In the case of B 88 we are left with the simple 
statement that "there is present as the same thing living and dead, 
waking and sleeping and young and old". Even without the explicit re- 
ference in the final clause, the obvious relationship between the op- 
posites in each of these pairs is one of succession, by virtue of which, 
one assumes, Heraclitus called them "the same". This, at least, is 
the only obvious interpretation of vEov xaL yy)pOL6v.27 However, two 
important questions arise from this. Firstly, in what sense are these, 
or any opposites, 'the same thing'? Secondly, how can an apparent 
statement of identity refer to opposites whose relationship appears to 
be something Else? 

It has usually been assumed that the meaning of '6 ou'ro should 
not be pressed too hard, and that what Heraclitus intended to re- 
present is not identity so much as unity or essential connection.28 
It has also been supposed that, in contrast to Aristotle, Heraclitus' 
understanding and employment of such terms as so ocuro was vague, 
and that, in the words of Kirk "... identity for him did not have the 
rigid connotation of oneness and inseparability which it has had since 
Aristotle".29 However, Aristotle's own analyses of 'the same' and 'one' 
in the MetaPhysics and elsewhere make it clear that he was fully aware 

27 Sleeping and waking are also related paradoxically in B 1 (final sentence) 
to describe the state of men who witness, but are unable to comprehend, the 
Logos. Living and dead are also juxtaposed in the very difficult B 62, but the 
exact relationship intended is obscure (see Marcovich, 241 and G. S. Kirk and 
J. E. Raven, The Presocratic Philosophers, 210). 
28 E.g. by Kirk, HCF, 121, 143. 
2" Ib. 93. 
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of the different meanings which these words could carry.30 On the 
other hand, Heraclitus does not show that he was aware of these 
distinctions. Moreover, a belief that words have a fixed meaning is 
characteristic of certain early periods of thought, and especially 
archaic Greece.3' With regard to sor oaur6, what is important is not 
how the words may be reconciled with logic by post-Aristotelian 
scholars, but how they were understood by Heraclitus and his con- 
temporaries. Indeed, the assertion that opposites form a unity or 
that they are 'connected' does not seem strikingly original or contro- 
versial. What is both striking and controversial is the assertion that 
they are the same thing. It seems clear that it is in this second sense 
that Parmenides understood lo oc&r6 at DK 28 B 8, 56-58: 

tn ,D ? oro 16bptov Tcup, 

MLOV 6v, pLe6y' [&poLcOv] ZXocpp6v, eu'WrW 76Cv'ToGe 7COU,r6v, 
,rF 8' &rTpw pJ -@rwU',r 

Whether or not this was a specific polemic against Heraclitus, 
Parmenides was clearly concerned to refute the doctrine of the identity 
of opposites by emphasizing that the basic principles of Parmenides' 
dualistic cosmogony, fire and night, are totally separate from each 
other. If lro x'rO is not understood in a specific sense, with the implica- 
tion of identity, the polemic has little point. Quite apart from this 
one example from a near-contemporary of Heraclitus, there are no 
instances in the Presocratics as a whole or in non-philosophical 
literature in which aw'-6k can mean 'connected'.32 We may conclude 
that Heraclitus meant, and was understood by his contemporaries 
to mean, precisely what he said. Indeed, the general silence on this 
aspect of Heraclitus' thought among his successors and above all the 
absence of any tendency to interpret aov>or in any 'loose' sense, are 
perhaps a measure of the degree to which Heraclitus' paradox of the 
identity of opposites was taken at face value. 

In order to attempt to answer the first of the questions posed above, 
in which it was asked in what sense opposites are 'the same', it is 
necessary briefly to consider the language and style of Heraclitus' 
fragments. It has long been established that the language of the 
fragments themselves can often be separated from a later context on 
stylistic grounds, since elements are displayed which are largely absent 
from 'normal' prose style, and which have more in common with 

30 See especially M. C. Stokes, One and Many in Presocratic Philosophy, 7-21. 
31 See R. Robinson, Ambiguity, Mind 50 (1941) 140 ff. 
'3 See DK Register s.v. ou&rd6 (Identitat) and LSJ s.v. au'64 I, 11. 
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poetic language, for example, an elliptical mode of utterance, a 
deliberate and careful use of rhythmic and phonetic patterns and a 
preference for concrete images rather than logical explanations.33 
In particular Heraclitus frequently used a paradoxical form of words, 
especially, it seems, in characterising the attitude of the majority of 
men to the truth which he was revealing, e.g. in B 34: CU'vrToL &xou- 
auvrg x&coaLzv C,oxcav Cxnq (xuToaLrv 0pLG prZL 7roprOvTocq OmtLVXL. 

Again, B 17: ou yap ppov'ouaL tOLcUOx 7nO?WL, OX6aot kyxVpupLv, OU8 

cO~6vre4 yLVC'axOUaLV, &u't7L0 8C GE ouaL.34 In the opening fragment 
of the collection (B 1) the failure of men to comprehend what he 
teaches is specifically stated: ... ytvotzvv y&p 7&vmrv x xr& tov ?ov yov 

I6v8E ?7rCLpOLaLV oLxaat, 7rELpCO6LeVOL & XOU. e7EtV XXL epy(V TOLOUTOW, 

QXO>Ol&)V ?yC,) &LYJye4LOC XL x( CpUOLV &tLpkwV exoaTov XAL Cppckv 0x6) &XC 

The language of all these fragments is deliberately paradoxical, and 
reflects a paradox existing in reality, namely the inability of the ma- 
jority of men to comprehend that with which they are most familiar. 
The exact nature of the truth which Heraclitus was revealing is nor- 
mally associated with the word 'Logos', the exact meaning of which 
has been a matter of some discussion. It seems most probable that the 
Logos is in some sense the principle according to which the world is 
organised (since one of the basic meanings of the root from which 
Xoyoq is derived is 'gathering' or 'choosing', and from which comes the 
idea of 'measure' or 'orderly relationship') and at the same time the 
word is associated with the discourse of Heraclitus (since another 
basic meaning of the root is 'account' or 'narration').35 Most scholars 
have given varied emphasis to one or other of these two basic mean- 
ings,36 and the point has been made, e.g. by W. J. Verdenius, that, for 

33 See B. Snell, Die Sprache Heraklits, Hermes, 61 (1926) 357 ff. 
34 See also B 72. 
35 M. L. West (op. cit. 124-129) has recently attempted to show that the Logos 
is nowhere intended to mean more than merely the discourse of Heraclitus 
(following J. Burnet, Early Greek Philosophy, 133 n. 1, and H. W. J. Surig, 
De betekenis van Logos bij Ilerakleitos volgens de traditie en de fragnmenten, Nij- 
megen 1951), but fails to remove the difficulty of the contrast between Hera- 
clitus and his 'word' in B 50. 
36 Kirk (HCF, 37-40) seems to give the connection of Logos with the idea of 
narration or discourse too little emphasis, while U. H6lscher's translation 
'richtige Rede' or 'vernunfte tYberlegung' (Anfdngliches Fragen, 130-136) 
seems to stress too little the rOle of Logos as an autonomous principle of order, 
although he makes the valuable point that Heraclitus' paradoxical style reflects 
the paradoxical nature of his truth. 
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Heraclitus, there was no fundamental difference between the meaning 
of his doctrine and the order in the real world.37 

One fragment which seems to indicate a paradox associated with 
Heraclitus' conception of the Logos is B 32: 'v so' aop6v tlouvov ?eyea"ext 
oux el5ek'X xot -Xe ZY)v6c 6vo,ua. There are a number of difficulties of 
interpretation here, concerned mainly with the translation of the 
first five words.38 However, whether or not the pun on Civ is accepted, 
it seems clear that the paradox may be associated with Heraclitus' 
difficulty in dissociating his Zeus from the god of myth. Rather than a 
rational explanation, or the separation of logical and mythical levels 
of conception, Heraclitus prefers the contradiction to stand. Further 
examples may help to clarify this point. Referring yet again to the 
ignorance of the majority of men, Heraclitus says: (B 28) 8oxeovOVc 

yap o Roxu,ocsOt yLVxxL, vpuX&ose. Here the paradox (reinforced 
by a superlative) is obtained by the use of different forms of the 
same word to convey opposite meanings.39 Another fragment, re- 
ferring almost certainly to the human search for the logos, displays a 
characteristic juxtaposition of a word with its negative, to reflect the 
paradoxical nature of the quest, i.e. B 18: ed&v ,I -`aCXL, &veAcLarov 
o3X ?eup1aeL, 6VE pe'v-Iyov "v xoMt 17topov. The paradox is sharpened 
if one punctuates after, rather than before, oc vX7rL-ov.40 Absence of 
agreement among editors as to the correct punctuation suggests that 
the possibility entertained by Gigon, that M've'Larov may be taken 
WMt6 xotVot cannot be entirely dismissed.4' 

It is important that these paradoxes should not be viewed through 
Aristotelian eyes. The conscious use of contradiction as a rhetorical 
or dialectical weapon belonged properly to the period of the Sophists, 
and had its most elaborate formulation in the ALaao'L AoyoL (DK 90), 
an anonymous sophistical essay written after the Peloponnesian War. 
Aristotle in De Sophisticis Elenchis treated contradiction, paradox 

37Notes on the Presocratics, Mnemosyne 13 (1947) 277, and Der Logosbegriff 
bei Heraklit und Parmenides I, Phronesis 11 (1966) 81-98. 
38 See Kirk, HCF, 392-395 and Stokes, op. cit. 106 n. 75 (300). 
39 The pun is maintained in translation by P. Wheelwright, Heraclitus, 83: 
"Even he who is most in repute knows only what is reputed...". 
40 So J. Burnet, Early Greek Philosophy, 4th ed. 133. W. J. Verdenius, Notes 
on the Presocratics, Mnemosyne, 13 (1947) 279 n. 52. Kirk, HCF, 231, Marco- 
vich, 38. 
41 Gigon, op. cit. 2, cites also at in B 1, but this is dismissed by Kirk HCF, 
34 n. 1 and Verdenius loc. cit. on the grounds that the parallels cited are not 
convincing. 
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and ambiguity exclusively from a logical and dialectical standpoint. 
In a discussion of fallacies common in argument, he distinguished a 
number of different methods of producing an illusion of validity, 
among them ,pyL3oX[cx and o[vu[iEoc, and demonstrated with examples 
how ambiguity or flat contradiction might result.42 Aristotle's belief 
that these methods cannot be employed seriously arose from his 
assumption that ambiguity and paradox were species of ia&cpexc, 
and therefore a pei version of logic; he therefore assumed that examples 
of such figures were either unintentional, and so the result of incom- 
petence, or deliberate, and so employed for purposes of equivocation.43 
The standpoint from which he tackled the subject made it impossible 
for him to see paradox or ambiguity except in terms of a subsequent 
explanation, and so resolution.44 As his discussion makes clear, he was 
aware of the distinction between names, which are finite in number, 
and their corresponding objects which are inifinite. The same name or 
expression must therefore necessarily signify a number of different 
things, with the consequence that the ignorant (ot [j 8eLVO'L t& 

1 
cou l cpetv) are deceived by the resulting ambiguities, and the 

experts are able to use them to their own advantage.45 
It is immediately obvious that this has very little relevance to 

Heraclitus since, on this point at least, he and Aristotle were inhabiting 
different worlds. It has long been recognised that Heraclitus' contra- 
dictions, paradoxes and ambiguities were neither involuntary nor 
rhetorical. However it has perhaps not always been appreciated to 
what extent he saw them as a serious reflection of reality, and above 
all, of the identity of opposites. To take the well-known B 48: , 
outv 'oR6P Ovotia. j3'oq, gpyov 8' Mavcxoq. The near-resemblance (identity 
in all but accent) of cog and f3o'6 is used to identify two opposites 
which are normally regarded as radically opposed, i.e. life and the 
death-dealing weapon, the bow. It has been well established that, for 
Heraclitus, as for Aeschylus, the connection between names and their 
corresponding objects was not trivial but often highly significant.46 
In this particular example the polar ambiguity of name and function 
reflects a polar ambiguity existing in the world. The bow contains 
simultaneously the two opposites life and death. In this context it is 

'4 De Soph. El. 165 b 30 ff. and 166 a 7 ff. 
43 Rhet. 1404 b 2. 
4" De Soph. El. 165 b 34 ff. 
45 Ib. 165 a 11 ff. 
46 On this aspect of Heraclitus, see Kirk, HCF, 117-120. 
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important to note that Heraclitus made no attempt to explain, or 
otherwise resolve his paradox. Hence the question of how the two 
opposites are united does not really admit of an answer, since the 
identity of life and death is not a rational conclusion based upon an 
argument but an immediate and intuitive apprehension based upon 
the significant juxtaposition of words similar in form but, potentially 
at least, opposite in meaning. To those few who are not CX&EVeTOL, 
i.e. to those who perceive the point of the riddle, the statement is ex- 
haustive and self-explanatory. Kirk places this fragment in a category 
whose members demonstrate the unity of opposites on the grounds 
that "the same observer may ascribe opposing attributes to the same 
object, in certain special cases, because different applications or 
aspects of the object are being considered".47 On the evidence of this 
fragment, at least, this seems to introduce distinctions which do not 
exist. Certainly, observers are relevant to the extent that they make 
the discovery, but the actual association of the opposites, far from being 
merely an "aspect" of reality, is objectively established as a truth 
quite apart from human apprehension of it. 

The subordination of argument to paradox is perhaps best demon- 
strated in B 15, where the identity of opposites is explicitly stated: 
CL ?tL yap ALOVuG) nO[tnLV mOLOUVwo XCL 5U(VeOV iaLoa tL LaotLaLv, avoxL- 

airx 4Pymcrr' 1w Vut6O 8E 'AL&% xcdt ALOVUVoq, 6ts@ ta(Lov't zXa 

k)qvxtouatv. The two sentences which form this fragment both con- 
tain paradoxes. In the first, it is stated that the failure to celebrate 
phallic rites in honour of Dionysus is itself most shameful.48 In the 
second, by asserting that Dionysus and Hades are the same, Hera- 
clitus (perhaps reflecting traditional belief49) is identifying the god 
of fertility and life with the god of death. The problem of inter- 
pretation in this fragment concerns firstly the relationship which may 
be assumed between the two sentences, and secondly, in what sense 
Dionysus and Hades may be said to be W'urk. The first sentence sug- 
gests that what is most shameful is also most to be revered (since 
omission of it is described as &vm 6a-8cL') . This paradox is accom- 

'7 HCF, 87. 
48 So A. Lesky, Dionysos und Hades, Wiener Stud. 54 (1936) 25, followed by 
Marcovich, 253. Alternatively, the et jL' may refer only to Dionysus; so Kirk 
and Raven op. cit. 246. The former interpretation would sharpen the paradox. 
49 Marcovich, 254. Lesky, op. cit. 27 ff. believes, on the other hand, that Dio- 
nysus was not to be traditionally connected with Death at this time. 
50 See P. Merlan, Ambiguity in Heraclitus, Actes du Xitme CongrLs international 
de philosophie, 12 (1953) 58. 
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panied by a word-play on aatm, mlaototatv and o a-roc, and 
B3O'OLmtLV itself may also contain a polar ambiguity in association with 
'aoZoc. The juxtaposition of these latter two represents a further 

example of formal identity in words of opposite meaning. However, 
Heraclitus has given the paradox a further twist by stating that it is 
the omission of axo-L which is &vLxto"cclr. Moreover, there is a fairly 
obvious link, through word-play, with the second sentence. Dionysus 
and Hades are demonstrably 'the same' because Dionysus is oa'8n 
(i.e. not vcxc8is).51 The pun on 'Ata-%, which is surely deliberate, is 
the crux of the whole fragment, since it simultaneously shows why the 
omission of the Dionysiac rites, rather than their performance, is 
OvCL8ea'rOC,, and also enables ALOv9uao to be formally identified with 

'ALa7] (in the sense that his rites are sanctified) and at the same time 
opposed to him (in the sense that they are concerned with ad8oZo). 

The polar ambiguity of octak was clearly noted by Euripides (Hippo- 
lytus 385 ff.) as an instance of a lack of precision inherent in language. 
For Heraclitus, however, it demonstrated, in a wholly legitimate way, 
the identity of opposites. The sanctity of shameless rites is therefore 
not an absurd contradiction arising from the erroneous belief of 
mortals,52 but is here given objective truth which is revealed through 
the words used to describe it.53 

The variety of relationships exposed in this fragment is impossible 
to reproduce in translation owing to the compression of utterance 
possible in a linguistic milieu where puns could be regarded as in them- 
selves revealing a serious philosophic truth. It is significant that 
many of Heraclitus' puns and word-plays involve the ambiguity of 
polar relationships.54 It is also revealing that the majority of these 
paradoxes and ambiguities occur in fragments which appear to be 
describing the relationship of men to the Universe, rather than in 
those which deal with cosmological or other natural phenomena. 

61 See Verdenius, Heraclitus B 82-83 and 15, Mnemosyne 25 (1959) 297. 
62 Marcovich, 254 interprets the first part of the fragment as the result of the 
erroneous belief of men, i.e. men insist on celebrating only Dionysus when 
Dionysus and Hades are inseparable. This interpretation ignores the word-play 
which links the two sentences. 
53 A similar interpretation may be possible for B 5, where the apparent ab- 
surdity of rites of purification may hide a similar paradox, namely that it is the 
same thing, namely blood, which stains anid purifies. On this see Merlan loc. cit. 
"4 This is not always the case, e.g. notably B 50 (6l.LoXoyrtv) and B 114 (UIv 

v6p... -T, tuvC). However these two fragments are nevertheless closely con- 
cerned with the link between man and the Logos. 
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This suggests what was perhaps already realised in antiquity, namely 
that the description of natural phenomena is, for Heraclitus, essentially 
subordinate to a preoccupation with man and his relationship with 
the underlying principles which govern his existence.55 

It seems to follow from this that paradox and ambiguity, as revealed 
in Heraclitus' utterance, are in no sense peripheral or complementary 
to a study of the relationship between opposites, but may well be of 
central importance. This conclusion perhaps enables us to give a partial 
answer to the first of the questions posed earlier, which concerned 
the sense in which opposites are 'the same thing'. Opposites which 
are formally identified in words of similar form but contrary meaming 
are literally 'the same', e.g. in B 15 uWvro6 means exactly what it says, 
whatever conclusions we may draw from the fact of the identity. 

It seems possible that this, rather than any logical inferences drawn 
from observation of physical or cosmological changes, may represent 
the ultimate origin of Heraclitus' startling assertion of the identity 
of opposites. At least, such a hypothesis would account in some 
measure for the lack of conventional explanation of assertions with 
regard to opposites, which in antiquity gave Heraclitus his celebrated 
reputation for obscurity. The assertion was, in a sense, its own ex- 
planation, since the relationship between opposites was displayed as 
self-evident in language, which, he believed, reflected the structure of 
reality. Explanation was neither necessary nor even possible. 

However, this hypothesis must be reconciled with the second 
question posed above, in which it was asked how an assertion or im- 
plication of identity could characterise a relationship which, on the 
face of it, appears to be something else. An attempt to answer this 
question involves consideration of the remaining 'opposite-fragments' 
of Heraclitus, to which we now turn. 

There are two remaining fragments in which the identity of opposites 
is explicitly stated, B 59 and 60.56 At first sight these two fragments 
do not appear to present problems with regard to the meaning of 
curoq. First, B 60: 6'O' &vcsx xX0 CCcx xol Wu'r-r. If we assume, following 
K. Reinhardt and Kirk,57 that the cosmological interpretation derived 

"5 See Diog. L. (quoting Diodotus): &xptr43 ot&XLaa 7Vrpoq a-SoTXv r3Ou. 
56 Stokes, op. cit. 90 n. 13 (291) is surely correct (contra Marcovich, 213) when 
he assumes that B 12 is not another example of the coincidence of opposites, 
since it differs from all the other statements of this kind. 
67 Heraklits Lehre vom Feuer, Hermes 77 (1942) 16 ff. Kirk, HCF, 109-112. 
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from Theophrastus58 is incorrect, we are still left to decide what the 
point of this fragment really is. On the face of it, the assertion would 
appear to be a truism whiclh is on the point of banality.59 It seems self- 
evident that &v& x-car are to be identified by virtue of their physical 
identity in the road. However, it is important to consider not only 
the significance of the fragment in terms of Aristotelian logic but also 
the impact which Heraclitus supposedly intended for his audience. It 
seems likely that the opposites were conceived in some way as having 
separate and objective existence which made the assertion of their 
identity a paradox.60 If we then speak of a logical 'mistake' (which, 
in a sense, we are perfectly entitled to do) we run the risk not only of 
anachronism but of missing the point of the fragment. For Heraclitus 
it is the paradox and not the resolution on a logical level which is 
important. A very similar argument may be applied to B 59: yvcxcpLco 
o 1hLo x al xo? . p aTL, xal L t -&v61 Whatever the correct text 
here, an ordinary activity is unexpectedly revealed as a paradox. 
Slightly different in form, altlhough undoubtedly the same in essence, 
is B 103: Xuvov y&p ipy)n xoxl it6poq ?L XUx?Ou 7EpLcsp Lo.62 On this oc- 
casion, the opposites are common, perhaps indicating that any poiiit 
on a circle may be a beginning or an end. As in the case of the previous 
two fragments, the obvious nature of the example should not blind 
us to the paradoxical element. Heraclitus is not, pace Kirk, stating that 
"... apparent opposites are, in certain cases and from certain aspects, 
the same",63 but that (genuine) opposites are (unequivocally) common. 

In B 61, Heraclitus again takes an example of opposites occurring 
in the experience of ordinary men: b&?CaXoa 58wp xzo pC'roVov xOCL 

aLLOpC6rorov, LZtUa [ev 7ro-rLCLOV YxCi acYnrpLov, MvaplYp7oLg 8? &to'rolv xx?. 

6??ApLOv. Two opposites are asserted to be true of the same subject, 
although they are not themselves asserted to be 'the same'.64 These 

68 Diog. L. 9, 8-9. 
*9 For this reason among others, the cosmological interpretation of B 60 has 
recently been advocated by Vlastos, op. cit. 349 n. 26. 
GO The objective existence of &vw x&-rc as opposites is asserted, on otlher grounds, 
by A. Rivier, L'homme et l'exp6rience humaine dans les fragments d'H6raclite, 
Mus. Helv. 13 (1956) 155 n. 41. 
61 ypqoxav cod. Kirk. yvi&cov Marcovich. 
62 Kirk omits 7cptLepcL'm (following Bywater and Wilamowitz) plausibly, 
(HCF, 113) but upholds TdL xu'xXou (contra Wilamowitz). 
63 HCF, 115. 
'4 This fragment could have been the target of Aristotle's criticism at Metaph. 

K 1063 b 24 (see n. 6 above). 
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opposites are discovered as a result of the differing experiences of men 
and fish. It seems consistent with the evidence of the fragment to 
assume that the polarity does not owe its existence to these 'ob- 
servers', but exists quite independently of them. They have a sub- 
sidiary, demonstrative role.65 There is no indication of a causal 
relationship between the two clauses in the text, (i.e., we cannot 
translate as if we could read tx'aL yap.) .66 It is also worth noting 
that this interpretation of the opposites as having independeint, ob- 
jective and concrete existence in the sea is consistent with what we 
know about Heraclitus' attitude to his fellow men. He is continually 
at pains to emphasize the gap which exists between men and reality, 
although they are intimately acquainted with its everyday, practical 
results and hear Heraclitus' teaching, usually without understanding 
(B 1). So in B 61, although various observers in (this case men and fish) 
are quite familiar with diffetent aspects of sea-water, it would not 
therefore be correct to suppose that this experience determines the 
reality of the opposites in sea-water. 

Kirk classifies B 61 with two other fragments under the heading of 
fragments in which "the opposites are 'the same' relative to different 
observers".67 These two other fragments are B 9: 6vvo0u GpFuwr' O&v 

ka4&ou [LEcUov m Zpuaov, and B 13 iUeq fopp6py uovrrL pa?Xov 
' xcN%cpF 

uk-n. In these what is undoubtedly emphasized is relativity of pre- 
ference, and this constitutes the point in each of the fragments; 
however it is precisely in this respect that they appear to differ from 
B 61. Moreover, if we reject a hypothetical link between these latter 
fragments and B 61 (a link which seems to depend entirely upon an 

65 Kirk (Men and Opposites in Heraclitus, Mus. Helv. 14 (1957) 155 ff.) inter- 
prets the fragment in a way which allows greater importance to observers: 
"... a contrariety arises from the comparison of a relationship men: sea-water 
with a relationship fish: sea-water. These relationships are seen to be in some 
respects opposed; yet a unity between them is supplied by the common factor, 
sea-water" (lb. 157). Since Kirk naturally rejects the fully relativist interpreta- 
tion, this half-way position is difficult to understand, especially since the text 
seems to give no grounds for it (see following note). Rivier (against whom Kirk 
is directing his remarks) seems nearer the mark when he says (op. cit. 145 n. 2): 
"La mer y est saisie directement dans sa double et objective qualification 
(comme le montre aussi le mouvement du texte); les hommes et les poissons 
viennent i titre subsidiaire expliciter le contenu de la these." 
"I As it stands, the second clause (1XeI'at [.&v ... &0 p 'l) ToL g) merely indicates 
the result of the assertion in the first clause. 
67 HCF, 72. 
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assumption of a "human standard" as a factor which determines 
the nature of the opposites) B 9 and 13 can be interpreted equally 
convincingly as an estimate by Hetaclitus of the worth of his fellow 
men.68 

In B 61 the opposites x,ocp6TMrov and ptoWpCT0YWoV are stated 
succinctly and in unqualified terms at the beginning of the fragment. 
If we take the text as it stands, without qualifications, Heraclitus 
appears to be emphasizing the paradox which is involved in the 
simultaneous assertion of these opposites. It follows from this that 
the assertion of the unity of the opposites in the sea water is no more 
fundamental than an assertion of their contrariety with regard to 
each othei.69 

Somewhat similar is B 58: ox yoiv oaTpot, e7rUovrGTaL LuEyv &acot 
[LLaov XGCxP4,avev, 'ocirr& Epy 0o 0voL.7O A paradox exists by virtue of 
the good and evil elemeints in pain inflicted in the course of surgery. 
Whatever the status of doctors and Heraclitus' opinion of them, the 
wounds inflicted in the course of surgery are designed to effect a cure. 
Bearing in mind the particular difficulty of the text, this paradox 
exists not merely in the experience of doctors and patients. Either 
main interpretation of the fragment (see above n. 70) makes the point 
that neither doctors nor patients are entirely aware of the paradoxical 
elements in their mutual experience. Consequently doctors either 
demand a fee without justification, or (on the other interpretation) 
are themselves treated unfairly by being underpaid. In either case, 
it is the widespread ignorance of the significance of pain which cures 
pain which Heraclitus wishes to emphasize here. Men experience the 
pain, or they inflict it, but they do not understand fully what is 
happening. On the other hand recognition of the paradox does not 

68 See E. Zeller, Die Philosophie der Griechen, 6th ed. by W. Nestle, 1.1.794, 
and Guthrie, op. cit. 412. There are a number of low estimates by Heraclitus 
of his fellow men, e.g. B 29, 39, 104, 121, 125 a. 
69 Contra Kirk, Mus. Helv. 14 (1957) 157 n. 7. 
70 The text is confused by Hippolytus' interpolations. Kirk reads (after By- 
water and Zeller) C7aL-roLVcxL ,8fv' &iLOV, wlhich partially restores the MS. 
reading. This suggests that doctors complain that they do not receive a worthy 
fee for what they do, while DK suggests that doctors, although they demand a 
fee, do not deserve it. (On this see further Kirk, HCF 88-91). The other 
crux is exceedingly difficult. Hippolytus adds, at the end of his quotation, 
tXm iymc1& xocl Tas v6aouq, emended by Wilamowitz to xaCi Xd V6aoL. Kirk retains 
MS. taoi5ro, which seems a simple and effective solution, since it leaves the 
paradox to speak for itself, whichever reading is accepted for the first clause. 
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bring about a resolution, since the mystery of the coincidence of 
opposites (here, in a sense, 'identical') remains. 

The subject of B 111 is sickness and health: voiuaoq r'r:d-v ebtro7 LaO v 
86 xoc; ayoc,6v, XLvoL x6pov, xz,uroq &vcTCCUaLv. In this fragment 

Heraclitus records a common experience. Here and elsewere in Hera- 
clitus it is clear that, though opposites are not considered to be 
entirely relative to the experiencing subject,71 nevertheless the ex- 
perience of men is of importance in the discovery of the connection 
between opposites. However, it is unlikely that he wished merely to 
focus attention on a fact which every man could recognise for himself. 
The idea that sickness etc. is instrumental in causing the enjoyment of 
its opposite was stated with a deliberately paradoxical intention. 
Heraclitus' choice of words seems calculated to give this interpretation. 
It is not man, but vo5aoq which has the capacity (eto]aev = gnomic 
aorist) to produce an effect with which, one would suppose, it is 
normally in conflict.72 The opposites do not exist, therefore, primarily 
in the "sphere of human judgement",73 but, in the words of Rivier, 
"sont envisag6es par H6raclite aussi objectivement que s'il s'agissait 
d'animaux ou de plantes. Nous sommes devant l'exp6rience humaine 
la plus pratique et la plus familiere, mais en tant qu'elle s'impose 
comme un fait".7g It is this element of objectivity, the refusal to see 
man as "un exemple privil6giV" which explains Heraclitus' meaning 
in B 2: 'roi5 X6you v' e6vroq iuvou 4dOOUMlV OL -noxxot W6 q186tv EXOVT 

ppOv-aLv. The opposites and their relationship belong to the realm of 
,r6 ,uvov, the reality of which is comprehended by few men. 

B 23 is very similar: AMxs 6voc oux ocv t8eaocv, eL rac5sa [Li jv. 
On the assumption that raUra = -& &txoc, the opposites here are seen 
to be connected in the sense that they mutually validate one another 
in men's eyes. Here again, this fact of human experience is evidence 
for an objectively existing relationship between opposites, of which 
humans have only an imperfect knowledge. 

The contrast between human judgement and objective reality, 
implicit in the above fragments, is explicitly stated in B 102: r& 
ILIV Xh0) XO'& 7ra&V7 Xal &yo& xalt xC8LxC, &V4PCOQot 8e & Al0v &&8Cx 

71 Burnet is surely incorrect (note on Plato, Phaedo 60 b 2-c 8) when he attri- 
butes the doctrine of the relativity of pain and pleasure to Heraclitus. 
72 A strikingly similar example of the struggle between v6aoq and iyLea and 
their close connection may be found at Aeschylus, Agamemnon, 1001-1006. 
78 Kirk, HCF, 123. 
74 Op. cit. 154, n. 40. 
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U) 7mXY1(PLV X 8e aLcx. The problem with regard to this fragment is 
that it is difficult to say whether or not there has been extensive 
rewording.75 As it stands, the form of the fragment is peculiar, since 
God appears to comprehend only one opposite and not botl.76 Hera- 
clitus was not suggesting that moral distinctions are illusory,77 
but that whereas for humans the opposties 8[mac and ra' &8axca are 
simply and fundamentally opposed and characterise different things, 
for God they are both associated with everything, but not resolved. 
In view of the textual problems, further certainlty is impossible. 

Somewhat different, both in subject-matter and form, is B 57: 
8LaXOO 

, 
?=La-@V HaLo8os * coarvv itXT- rcvxt, 

6a'TLq -ilp-rqv xoa eUTpOv-v oux eywvoaxeV? earL yxp sv. It is generally 
agreed that Heraclitus is here directing his criticism againist Hesiod, 
Theogony 123 ff., where Day is said to be a child of Night, and born 
of Night and Erebus. Heraclitus appears to be substituting a rationalist 
view in which Night and Day are seen to share the same essence, 
without giving particular priority to either. 

The fragment seems to differ considerably from some of those pre- 
viously considered in two respects: firstly, the opposites are said to be 
merely Ev, and not TO au&ro, and secondly, the most obvious interpreta- 
tioln is also the most effective, and represents a radical correction of the 
traditional mythological view.78 The unity of day and night as an 
unbroken continuum is not a paradox but an empirical fact.79 If this 
interpretation is allowed to stand it leaves the fragment somewhat 
isolated, since F'v is forced to bear a meaning different from [LA in B 59 
and 60. But the opposites p?pn and eLpp6wV are not merely p.xc as 
one might expect, but 'v, i.e. "one thing".80 In view of the powerful 
symbolic significance of Day and Night in Greek religious tradition 

76The second half of the fragment, especiallyTe qX)MaLV is very unlikely to be 
original. Kirk (HCF, 180-181) supposes an original A&vpL TrQL 8A etc., whiclh is 
probable. 
76 Marcovich, 484 explains this as indicating that facts which men judge as 
just or unjust find their higher justification in the insight of God. This inter- 
pretation seems suspiciously close to one which would fit an altered Stoic or 
Neo-Platonic context. 
77 See Vlastos, op. cit. 367 n. 65. 
78 So Kirk, HCF, 156 f. 
79 Cf. Sophocles, O.T. 374. 
80 In view of this, it seems likely that Heraclitus was also objecting to Theogony 
748-757, where Night and Day are described as alternately entering and leaving 
the house of Night. 
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as representatives of opposing, and often antagonistic elements, it seems 
reasonable to suppose that, whatever the ultimate significance of ?', 

an element of paradox would not have been entirely lost upon a 
contemporary audience. This could be true even if Heraclitus was 
ostensibly merely criticising the traditional religious view. 

There are a number of fragments in which Heraclitus appears to pass 
from comparatively isolated statements about opposites to a consider- 
ation of their more general significance. For example, B 67: 6o a?0 

71 supp6v , xYx,uc] v 6pos, rr?sioe t x6pos MLV6o, XXotooax 8A 

OX(a7t=p <7rup>, OTCoCX.v O-UFixy-n 4u c(w0av, ovop&CtCorL xodCY Bovv 
xxatrou.81 Heraclitus' God, far removed from the traditional anthro- 

pomorphic deity, is here identified with a number of individual pairs 
of opposites. This identification takes us further in two respects: 
firstly, since God is directly identified with the opposites, this con- 
stitutes important evidence for the view, maintained earlier, that the 
contraries are in themselves fundamental to Heraclitus' thought. God 
does not operate on a higher level.82 Secondly, assuming that the four 
pairs mentioned in this fragment are merely representative, God is 
identified (juxtaposition without copula is quite common in Hera- 
clitus) not merely with an individual pair but with all of them. 
All of these pairs are found elsewhere in Heraclitus in a number of 
different relationships which do not necessarily fully explain their 
significance here. In B 67 the identity of all four pairs with 6o t6o 
is seen in terms of a single relationship, namely that of spices thrown 
onto a fire. The change of 8ovaL refers not to members of each indi- 
vidual contrariety, but as most commentators have supposed, to change 
between the various pairs.83 Therefore the fundamental relationship 
between either opposite of each pair is not affected. Interpreting the 
fragment we may perhaps assume that 6o 6o takes on different aspects 
at different times. What Heraclitus tells us, however, is simply that 
God is the opposites, from which it is possible to deduce that the 
various pairs of opposites are to be identified with the controlling 
power of the Universe. 
81 9),Lov is substituted for 7rip by H. Frankel, who also suspects 'X)XoLou0t7 as a 
neologism. 
82 This conflicts with Guthrie, op. cit. 487 "... in the unity of the logos all 
opposing forces are contained and transcended". 
83 If the change were taking place between the individual opposites, this 
would tend to reduce them to mere extremes of a continuum. Opposites are 
not important merely inasmuch as they are extremes. In view of the doubt 
over &XXoLou-XL, this interpretation is highly unlikely. 
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The raising of opposites from the particular to the universal through 
identification with 6o 0e6 is taken further in B 10: auVo'4Leq 6XM XCl 

?UX 6Xo, oucpep6[ievov 8LO9p60evov, Vauov LF80V, xcd ?X 7tVtV V 

XOC1 Mv nt&vra.84 The fragment describes the different ways in 
which the elements of the world are related. On one side a tendency 
towards unity is stated and, on the other, a tendency away from 
unity. These elements are clearly intended to be regarded as simul- 
taneous rather than successive.85 This fragment is of particular 
importance as evidence that Heracitus was consciously aware of 
the two fundamental elements in his doctrine of opposites, namely 
the unity or identity of opposites and, at the same time, the con- 
trariety which underlies an apparent unity, both of which have 
been implicit in most of the fragments discussedsofar. 

Before proceeding further with B 10, the text must be briefly 
discussed. Whichever variant reading is adopted for the first word, 
it is clearly subject, as Snell pointed out, rather than predicate.86 
But where does the predicate end? The omission or inclusion of xcd 
between autyepop6zvov and &L(XYp0[LVOEV, atva-pov and &8Lcov is not merely 
a stylistic question ;87 it seems more natural to take 6?c xax oUy a 

as the predicate of aUv4C4, and to avoid the awkwardness of taking 
the singular o-utepO6ivov... aLaaOV as predicates of a plural subject, 
by taking qug p6Lusvov and atv&ov as new subjects, i.e. '... that 
which is in agreement differs, and that which is in tune is out of 
tune...". This avoids the assumption of inconsistency in the use of 
xat, and also lessens the syntactical isolation of the final clause. 

If this translation is accepted, it can be seen that, while different 
aspects of CrUVG4LC may plausibly be indicated by o5oc xaL OUX 6Xc, tlle 
following pairs are not merely describing the auv&4L, but are them- 
selves expressing the dual relationship of opposites. Furthermore, 
the form of the fragment itself suggests that equal emphasis is to be 
placed on either side of the antithesis, i.e. unity and diversity are of 
equal status as objective facts about the world. Kirk, reading aUX- 
Xm4m, and assuming that 6Xa ... &8Lov is all predicate, sees the frag- 

84 auXX&teq, a variant reading, is adopted by Kirk, HCF, 167. 
85 Contra Gigon, op. cit. 47. The view of the opposites in B 10 as related in 
terms of alternation has usually been associated with the doctrine of ekpyrosis, 
which is now generally regarded as a Stoic addition to Heraclitus (see the argu- 
ments in Kirk, HCF, 335-338). 
86 Heraklits Fr. 10, Hermes 76 (1941) 84-87. 
87 See Kirk, HCF, 171-172. 
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ment as a whole as laying emphasis firmly upon the side of unity, 
the separateness of things being superficial. He also introduces a 
personal element ("the person 'taking together"', H C F, 178) which 
seems absent from this fragment.88 As a result, on Kirk's interpreta- 
tion, the superficiality of the human view (represented by the second 
half of each antithesis) is to be contrasted with the underlying unity, 
(which is represented by the first half). Quite apart from the dif- 
ficulties of obtainiing this from the text, it seems to be inconsistent 
with the evidence of the other opposite fragments, in which, as we 
have found, the contrariety is anything but superficial, and often 
can be seen as underlying an apparent unity (e.g. in B 48 and 61 in 
particular). Moreover, the human aspect is confined merely to a dis- 
covery of this important truth.89 

It will have been noticed that in B 10 Heraclitus moves from the 
unity of opposites to the unity of all things. He states this more 
briefly elsewhere, e.g. in B 50: oux EiO-U, &?aV to5 Xouy &xou aMXvGT 

o6ioXoyeZv aocp6v sratv av -t=wr SIlvaL. It is normally assumed that -N&V'r 
is here the subject, and that Heraclitus wishes to place emphasis upon 
the unity rather than the diversity of things. Kirk admits the possi- 
bility of the reverse translation but believes that this would not 
"accord with the sense of the rest of the fragments".90 On the basis 
of the fragments considered so far this would not appear to be the case. 
Assuming that, in concerning himself with cdvTac, Heraclitus still 
has the opposites primarily in mind, it follows that in B 50 equal 
reality is to be attributed to nocv-C and ?v. Heraclitus is saying neither 
that all things may be viewed under two aspects, nor that all things 
are connected, but that all things are one thing, which was surely 
intended as a genuine paradox. 

We have so far talked about paradox without being more specific. 
In one important fragment, Heracitus goes a step further and il- 
lustrates this paradox in terms of a concrete image immediately 
familiar to his audience; B 51: o'u uvLaGLv 6dx, 8Lcccpep4vov exu1 
o,uoBoy?c pocXcLvrp076 Cp.tuovn OxcOOEp sOPou xo Xip'.91 T0('v'pcr0os 

88 Kirk's translation of B 10 (HCF, 168) introduces this 'personal criterion'. 
89 See especially Rivier, op. cit. 149 n. 20 for criticism of Kirk. 
90 HCF, 166. 
91 Zeller reads ,uppTvm, cf. Plato, Soph. 242 e, Symp. 187 a. 7rOXCv'rovoq is 
an ancient variant. =W(rvponog occurs in Parmenides 28 B 6, possibly referring 
to Heraclitus. =(vtrovoq is a traditional epithet of the bow or lyre in Homer, 
and is, perhaps, to be preferred. 
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(-'0ovo) &p,uov'- is clearly explained with reference to the objects 
which exemplify its operation. Both the bow and the lyre owe their 
existence to simultaneous contrary movements which result in equili- 
brium.92 The choice of these particular objects seems to reinforce 
the idea of contrariety as basic, since it is the unity of the bow and 
lyre which is immediately apparent, whereas the tension of contraries 
constitutes the pavvq 'p.tovi. Men who are familiar with the workings 
of these objects nevertheless fail to realise that their coherence is being 
maintained by forces which are also acting towards their disintegration. 

The final stage of generality is reached in B 80: eVL869L 8E XPN TDV 

n6Xe?sov eovrm ,uvov, x a &cx'nv 'pvL, xcd yLVO6LEVO 7IcvtOx xcr' EpC.V xaC 

xpev. The element of tension or strife suggested in the image of the 
bow and lyre is here universalized as no6Xe[Loq (which is also given 
importance in the difficult B 53). It is again worth considering what 
Heraclitus actually says. War is said to be common (and so, by im- 
plication, equated with the Logos, which in B 2 is also iuvo6), and 
Justice is Strife (or Strife is Justice).93 Since, for the Greeks, it was 
precisely the absence of spcs which suggested conditions favourable 
for aLxi7, the expression of their identity is paradoxical in the extreme. 
Nevertheless, the paradox expresses what Heraclitus really means. 
The opposites are identical. The equation of EpLq and 8Lxn may be 
related to the identity of n6?soo and lp-jvv with 6o ls6 in B 67. 
War is, in an unequivocal sense for Heraclitus, peace. The identity 
of these two opposites in particular assumes a position of central 
importance in Heraclitus' thought, since it characterises the relation- 
ship between individual opposites, the hidden workings of objects 
such as the bow and the lyre, and the strife which ensures the continual 
existence of the Universe. 

Heraclitus has been associated with his fellow Ionians in sharing 
their basic belief that the world was a unity, "... but instead of seeing 
its unity in its origin from a single substance... he conceived of a 
single arrangement or formula in all separate things which connected 
them into a determinate whole".94 This succinct and illuminating 

92 Viastos (op. cit. 351) reading 7aXocLv-rpo2to4, believes reference is being made to 
the bow in operation, but this fails to fit the context convincingly. 
93 It is difficult to decide on the subject here. For 8[x,lv as subject, see Kirk 
HCF, 238, Guthrie, op.cit. 447, K. Freeman, A ncilla, 30; for pLv, see Marcovich, 
137, Stokes, op. cit. 93 n. 28 (293), West, op. cit. 137. Deliberate ambiguity 
cannot be excluded. 
9" HCF, 402. 
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summary fails, in my opinion, to lay enough emphasis upon the 
opposites themselves. The opposites were not merely extremes of a 
continuum or examples of the variety of 7tcivr(, but concrete entities 
whose mutual dynamic relationship was one of Heraclitus' main pre- 
occupations. 

At the same time, these opposites combine in ways which defy 
logical analysis. The element of paradox which is everywhere apparent 
cannot be attributed to stylistic or rhetorical idiosyncracy, but must 
be closely associated with a mode of thought whose linguistic origins 
may well constitute, for Heraclitus, the ultimate origin of his belief 
in the identity of opposites. 

These hypotheses are supported by certain peculiarities concerning 
the fragments as a whole. It is probably not fortuitous that ZvmvT[oq 
or its cognates does not occur in the required sense in the extant frag- 
ments of Heraclitus.95 In view of the importance of opposites in Hera- 
clitus and his reputation in later antiquity as a philosopher concerned 
with opposites,96 it is highly unlikely that if the word had occurred 
it would not have been transmitted. As it is, although occurring in 
Homer in a purely spatial sense,97 and liberally attributed by the 
doxographers to the early Presocratics,96 the word does not occur in a 
relevant authenticated context before Parmenides (DK 28 B 8, 55 
and 59), where the two opposite topypm of the cosmogony of the 'Way 
of Opinion' are described as existing -rv-Loc. It is also probably not 
coincidence that the opposites should be thus formally characterised 
in a context in which Parmenides is emphatically denying any pos- 
sibility of their identity. For Heraclitus, on the other hand, opposites 
had not yet entered into this kind of formal relationship precluding 
their close association as independent entities. 

Another feature of the fragments is Heraclitus' choice of words, 
in the various "opposite" fragments, to denote the relationship 
between opposites. It was suggested earlier in this paper that Heraclitus 
was using oc&,64 in its various forms in a precise sense. It is worth noting 

96 One need hardly mention 'v-Tov in B 120. r6 &VsrXouv occurs in the spurious 
B 8, which is almost definitely a paraphrase by Aristotle (Eth. Nic. E9 2.1155 
b 4) of B 51. 
96 See Philo, Quis rer. div. haer., 43.214 = DK Is 491.38. 
97 E.g. Odyssey, 10, 89; Iliad 6, 251; ib. 5, 497. For further examples see LSJ 
s.v. 1vav-rLoc, &v-roq. 
98 See DK Register s.v. bvxtoq. There is a noteworthy discrepancy between 
examples taken from A and B fragments. 
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that in the majonrty of cases, especially in fragments concerned with 
opposite values (e.g. B 23 and 111) Heraclitus does not state the re- 
lationship explicitly, which may suggest that, whatever he may have 
wished to imply, in his explicit statements he was not willing to push 
oMu,6q beyond the bounds of commonsense. The absence of au'&6q 
from the majority of opposite fragments would be a further argument 
in favour of the view that its meaning was not intended to be extended 
to take in any other associations. 

Finally, something must be said briefly about the second question 
raised at the beginning of this paper. To what extent is it legitimate to 
make connections between the opposite fragments and other elements 
in Heraclitus' philosophical outlook? An answer to this question de- 
pends, to some extent, upon one's view of the nature of the surviving 
collection of fragments, i.e. whether they are considered as isolated 
utterances or quotations from a connected discourse. The stylistic 
evideilce inclines one to the former conclusion, although certainty is 
impossible.99 Furthermore, if the concise epigrammatic fragments 
are merely survivals and much explanatory and connecting material 
has perished, it seems clear that such 'lost' information was already 
unavailable to the Peripatetic school, since, if it had been available, 
it would surely have been used as an aid to the interpretation of a 
thinker whose way of expressing himself was in many respects so alien 
to the fourth and later centuries. 

There are a number of obvious implicit connections. The element of 
dynamic tension between opposites, as revealed in the equilibrium 
of the bow and lyre (B 51 etc.) is reflected in the cosmological cycle, 
the rup6 Tpo67rmL (B 31), where it seems that Ma'Xcmoc simultaneously 
changes in opposite directions, to earth and to np'ornp. The emphasis 
here is on 6',upov, as in B 30, where the sup &ilfwov maintains the order 
of the cosmos, &Mtt6jO'owVO V.&po xax 7oi0aPSvvUvov tpo.? On a 
cosmological level, 7sup is in some sense basic, as we learn in B 90: 

Il Guthrie (op. cit. 406 ff.) bases his belief that Heraclitus did write a book 
principally on Aristotle, Rhet. 1407 b 11, where Aristotle complains about the 
difficulty of Heraclitus' style. For the contrary view, see Kirk HCF, 7 and 
E. A. Havelock, Preliteracy and the Presocratics, Univ. of London Bull. Inst. of 
Class. Studs., 13 (1966) 54. B 1 is the only fragment which could really be 
described as 'connected discourse'. 
100 Kirk, (Mind 60 (1951) 35-42) sees Litpov as the key point of contact between 
cosmology and the opposites doctrine, but seems to overemphasize the im- 
portance of this idea in the opposites fragments, where it does not appear to be 
Heraclitus' primary intention to assert the regularity of change. 
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7rUp6q 'M &VT?oLPB t& 7C&vx xal 7rUp M7CrvoSv 6X(O=tp xpuroa XPpT-r 

xal XppcX.'xcv xpua6q. Fire was of course for Heraclitus much more 
than a mere element in an Aristotelian sense, and possessed directive 
and regulative powers. The link between cosmology and the opposites 
appears to be forged by B 80, in which the paradox that "Strife is 
Justice" seems to apply equally effectively to the workings of the bow 
and lyre and the cosmological changes of the Universe. The same 
may also be said of B 84a (~Lxrp3&?aov ava'wLau), a succinct two- 
word fragment in which the stark antithesis may refer to the bow, 
the cosmological cycle, or both. 

However, despite these apparent connections, it is clear that the 
evidence is not strong enough to support a close integration of these 
two elements of Heraclitus' philosophical outlook. For example, it is 
not possible to suppose that fragments such as B 59, 60, 61, 67, 88 and 
103, all of which are closely concerned with the relationship between 
opposites, are merely to be seen as examples of an underlying cosmo- 
logical doctrine, i.e. that they exhibit the identity of opposites as parti- 
cipants in the underlying unity of 7ci5p and the cyclic interchange of 
elements. The evidence for such an integrated view of the Universe 
is not forthcoming. It seems more reasonable to accept a lack of 
conscious integration of the opposites with cosmology and to recognise 
what seems to be, to the modem mind at least, a failure to mould the 
diverse elements of thought into a fully coherent whole. This element 
of dislocation seems characteristic of those other early Presocratics 
of whose work a considerable quantity has survived, namely Parmeni- 
des and Empedocles, where scholars have long been worried (perhaps 
unnecessarily) about the apparent combination of the logically in- 
compatible.10' 

The biggest single problem in the interpretation of Heraclitus is not 
so much the reassembling of his thought as the necessity of remaining 
true to his original intentions.102 The intentions of Heraclitus, as far as 
they can legitimately be recovered, seem to suggest that the identity 
of opposites and the consequent paradox are not primarily the result 
of reflection upon the various ways in which opposites are related. 

101 Particular reference is intended here to the problem of the relation between 
the 'AXOeta and A60a of Parmenides, and the llcpL DVc?@g and K*xpFot of 
Empedocles. 
L02 R. Robinson (Plato's Earlier Dialectic, 4) makes the point that "... the 
purpose of an interpreter ... is to make himself and others rethink the very 
thoughts that were thought by someone long ago". 
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If anything, the relationship is the other way round - the explanations 
are of facts which have already been grasped intuitively. The identity 
of opposites is presented as a mystery which has objective existence 
outside men and controls their lives, although it is only dimly grasped 
by most of them. It is clear that here there is a causal relationship. 
Heraclitus' revelation was only dimly understood because it was a 
paradox whose meaning could not be reached by normal methods of 
enquiry and explanation. In reacting against the current concern 
for Eorop(zy, Heraclitus ensured his contemporary isolation and effec- 
tively cut himself off from future developments. 

St. David's University College, Lampeter 
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